The event was intended as a conclusion to Batman: The Return of Bruce Wayne limited series and as a Batman: Bruce Wayne: The Road Home to the ongoing story of the Batman family. The event deals with the return of the original Batman after his journey through time and the effect that it has on a number of Gotham's heroes and villains, particularly upon Dick Grayson who has been using his mentor's mantle since Battle for the Cowl. During October all Batman titles were suspended in favor of eight one-shots each dealing with a hero or villain.
A final, ninth one-shot simply titled "Batman: The Return" rounded out the event and acted as a launching pad for the new continuity of the Batman universe, specifically for Batman Incorporated. A subsequent monthly ongoing title written by Grant Morrison.

More than one year after the supposed death of Batman during Final Crisis, Bruce Wayne returns, armed with a new technologically advanced suit, as well as a new identity, The Insider. The Insider, recording his exploits in the White Casebook, determines how each of the people that played a great part in the life of the first Batman have been coping since his death. Batman and Robin successfully take down an incarnation of the Hangmen. Although most of the Hangmen are defeated, one of them manages to escape.

Batman reveals that he orchestrated the escape of one of the members in order to know more about them. Watching Batman: Bruce Wayne: The Road Home Grayson and Damian Wayne throughout this mission is the Insider, who comments both on Dick's acceptance of being Batman, Grayson's success on keeping Damian Wayne in line, as well as the dynamic both brothers share as Batman and Robin.

When Dick and Damian trace the last member to his hideout, they are interrupted by the Insider. Their fight causes a massive explosion that allows the member to escape. Despite the machinations of Insider, Batman and Robin eventually capture the escaping final member.

It is revealed that the escape of the member would have been used by the Insider for a much grander plan, but was interrupted by Dick and Damian.

By the end of the issue, Bruce Wayne does not reveal himself to either Batman or Robin. Tim Drake is in Amsterdam continuing his mission from Bruce. Tim is fighting a group called the Council of Spiders. Prudence shows up to give Tim a hand. Bruce shows up for a quick glimpse and attacks Tim and Prudence to set the scene. First the Hangmen try to kill the mayor of Gotham now the Council of Spiders is trying to kill the mayor in Amsterdam.

Prudence sends a mysterious text message to someone. Vicki Vale shows up at Wayne Manor to talk to Alfred. She shows him the tracer and Alfred tells Vicki what’s been going on with Bruce. Vicki is elated that Alfred just spilled but she is sad that Bruce almost died. Alfred tells her that no one will believe her and that the tracer is just a toy.

Bruce is doing some undercover work for the Council of Spiders. He battles Tim but then switches the game on the Spiders. Bruce and Tim are staying at a hotel and Bruce is suspicious of Prudence.

The road home continues into the Outsiders. In Markovia there have been riots against Geo-Force and even assassins hired to kill him. Looker returns and greets Katana. Halo does not remember Looker because of her memory issues. Vicki Vale decides to meet up with Creeper for some journalist advice.

She asks him about publishing something that she knows can hurt certain people and he tells her not to. Geo-Force is happy to see Looker again. The Outsiders go out into the riot and try to stop it without hurting anyone. The entire time Bruce has been watching the Outsiders and taking notes in his journal.

Bruce fights each of them and wins, even against Batman: Bruce Wayne: The Road Home. At the end, Bruce is talking to Katana and she says that she missed him. He wants her to keep an eye on the Outsiders and he leaves. He runs away but, Stephanie is not hurt. Oracle tells Steph that she should stay away from him and maybe leave it to the Birds and Steph promises she will leave it alone but, with her fingers crossed behind her back.

So, she asks for Proxy Wendy Harris's help and beats up some guys in the alley. She then goes to the presentation at Crime Alley because she knew that the Insider was targeting someone on stage. She finds the Insider and she says that he must be very clever or very sloppy. Then the Insider shows himself and he is Bruce. Steph slaps him in the face, and departs, remarking "I'm glad you aren't dead".

Meanwhile, Vicki Vale stops Barbara and she has made the connection that Batman: Bruce Wayne: The Road Home was Batgirl but she denies it. Barbara managed to clone Vicki's data and find out what Batman: Bruce Wayne: The Road Home know. Steph meets up with Bruce and Stephanie has a long talk with him, saying that being Batgirl was the first time in her life that she is doing things because she wants to, and he cannot take that away from Batman: Bruce Wayne: The Road Home.

He allows her to stay Batgirl. Bruce meets up with Alfred and Bruce sees that Alfred really believes in Stephanie. Alfred asks why Bruce has not looked for Cassandra Cain and that was because Bruce already knows where she is and so does Tim. Bruce says it was all part of his plan for Cassandra to let Stephanie become Batgirl.

Selina is following Vicki Vale to see what she’s doing there and catch her next move. There is also Batman: Bruce Wayne: The Road Home auction. Batman: Bruce Wayne: The Road Home the party and there is one item in particular that catches Selina’s eye.

It’s the Fabled Pink Mynx. It brings memories back to Selina about a time when she tried to steal it at a party and Bruce chased after her. All of a sudden Harley Quinn bursts through the doors and is livid. She sees her "babies" in cages and sets them free. Everyone runs out of the building. Vicki was at the auction to meet with a secret informant from Wayne Industries that did not turn up.

She was at her apartment when she gets a call from the informant and leaves her apartment unattended. Selina sneaks in through the window and finds all the information Vicki has on them. She sees that Vicki even has info on her.

Vicki comes back in and Selina leaves. Selina is waiting on top of the roof and Bruce comes up to her as his current alias Insider. He wants to know the info she gathered from Vicki's apartment and she tells him.
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While they try to escape, the Insider is alerted by Oracle, with whom he Batman: Bruce Wayne: The Road Home earlier made contact, of the situation. He arrives at GCPD and beats the 2 villains. He has some talks with Gordon and tells him to allow Vicki to leave before leaving himself. She was going to get the regular Birds of Prey but they are overseas. Oracle thinks of her past and how she was ready to give up when she lost the use of her legs.

Bruce told her Batman: Bruce Wayne: The Road Home cannot give up and with those words she never did give up. Batgirl then contacts Oracle and Oracle stops thinking of the past. They fight them. Vicki gets caught in an explosion but the Insider saves her. As the Insider gets attacked Vicki runs and reaches a pay phone, but she gets captured. However, Vicki is eventually rescued by Bruce, and gives the immortal her word that she will never reveals his secrets.

Vicki realizes that Bruce's mission is bigger than the truth she's seeking, and decides not to expose his secrets and to become his ally. During the conflict, Ra's realizes that Vicki is a descendant of Marcel du Valliere, a French soldier and one of the few who challenged Ra's and his warriors centuries before Batman. Ra's claims that du Valliere stole the woman he attempted to court with.

The series have been collected into an individual volume: Batman: The Return 1 has been collected in the 3rd volume of Batman and Robin. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Art by Shane Davis. Comics portal. Batman publications and storylines. Robin World's Finest Comics. Publications are listed alphabetically by published titles. Storylines are listed in publication order.


**Bruce Wayne: The Road Home Vol 1** | DC Database | Fandom

Fabian Nicieza Bruce Wayne Similar books. Want to Read. Shelving menu. Want to Read Currently Reading Read. Rate it: Grant Morrison continues his earth-shattering run on Batman: Bruce Wayne: The Road Home Batman titles with this exciting new series illustrated by hot artist Yanick Paquette that features the next stage of evolution of the Dark Knight... More. Batman: Time and the Batman: Bruce Wayne: The Road Home by Grant Morrison. Four of the top artists in comics today join forces with writer Grant Morrison to tell tales of the Batmen of different eras.


Now, months following the disappearance of Batman: Bruce Wayne: The Road Home protector, Gotham City sits at a precipice and it may be too far gone for Nightwing, Robin, Comm... More.

Shelve Batman: Battle for the Cowl. Find out in this page hardcover volume collecting the intense tale originally present... More. DCeased by Tom Taylor.

What happens to the World's Finest if the world ends? With death spreading across the planet, who will live and who will turn in this apocalyptic tale of heroism, sacrifice and annihilation? It's the e... More. Shelve DCeased. With Batman pounding the pavement in search of a new crime figure calling... More. Shelve Batman: Life After Death.

Batman: Eye of the Beholder by Tony S. Bruce Wayne may have returned, but when an aging but wealthy technology developer comes to Gotham with his beautiful daughter, it turns out he's in search of a joint project with WayneTech. DNA tracki... More. Shelve Batman: Eye of the Beholder. Birds of Prey by Brian Azzarello. Shelve Birds of Prey. How will the police feel about this new Batman -- and can he control the crime in Gotham the way the old Batman did? Commissioner Gordon's about to find out as teams with the new Batman to combat the... More.

White Knight by Paul Cornell. The Dark Knight and the Boy Wonder face multiple threats and villains new and old, including the mysterious White Knight, the villain Absence and the renegade Robin of the past, Jason Todd--in stories... More.

White Knight. From the hit series DCeased comes a villain's story about survival during the zombie apocalypse! Vandal Savage hasn't live... More. Shelve DCeased: The Unkillables. Batman: Long Shadows by Judd Winick. And it's not long before the city's criminals put him to the test! Shelve Batman: Life After Death.

Shelve Batman: Long Shadows. Batman and his allies must strengthen their resolve as Leviathan moves against Gotham City. Everything since issue 1 has been leading to the tragic moment in which Damian Wayne pays the ultimate price... More.

Robin by Grant Morrison. Cracking under the strain of living as "Bru... More. Because when Huntress hunts down a violent n... More. Shelve Batman: Streets of Gotham - Leviathan. Batman: Dark Victory by Jeph Loeb. Shelve Batman: Dark Victory. In the wake of the death of his son Damian, Batman is in danger of losing his humanity. However, the foes of this grief-ridden Dark Knight mean to strike him when he's at his weakest.

Manhunters, alien races, rings of power—it's a lot. Batman: Bruce Wayne: The Road Home the people of Earth to absorb. Especially wh... More. Batman: Gates of Gotham by Scott Snyder. Shelve Batman: Gates of Gotham. Batman receives the shock of his life when he discovers that he has a son, Damian!

After violent conflict with Robin and Damian, Batman must teach his son what it means to carry the legacy of Gotham's... More. Batman: Bruce Wayne: The Road Home Vol. It begins with the return of the Apocalypse Plague—a deadly disease that infected Gotham City and almost killed Robin—now in an even more virulent form. Batman, Robin, Nightwing and even Catwoman mu... More. Shelve Batman: Legacy Vol. Bane, the villain who broke Batman's spine in the Knightfall story arc, retu... More.

Now Batman has now gone to ground -- renouncing h... More.

**Bruce Wayne: The Road Home: Batman and Robin Vol 1 1 | DC Database | Fandom**

Bruce observes and give his opinions on the new Batman and Robin duo. Instead, he observes them. It's already been established way back when Batman and Robin first started that this dynamic duo Batman: Bruce Wayne: The Road Home going to be different, but reading Bruce observation of them surprised me. He does give the right description about the two. The story with Batman and Robin is a simple one with the two going after Russian mob Bruce's little analysis of Dick and Damien is really interesting.

We finally get to see how Bruce would react. The use of Tommy Elliot to throw off Vicki Vale has been done before, but it was better here, and even gave a little touch upon House of Hush. It could just be me but his portrayal here seemed closer to how he Batman: Bruce Wayne: The Road Home now in House of Hush, which is great. Damien's questioning of Dick being thrown back in his face was hilarious and excellent. Uhm Spoiler Alert? Yeah thanks for the heads up DC, Bruce Wayne The Road Home is a series of One Shots that began this week with multiple books bearing the banner, this is awful because that banner is the only spoiler alert you will get when reading these issues.

So before you make a huge mistake and actually READ this, please bear in mind that a little guy by the name of Grant Morrison is on the verge of finishing his tale about The Return of Bruce Wayne, where he will actually bring Bruce ba This edit will also create new pages on Comic Vine for:. Until you earn points all your submissions need to be vetted by other Comic Vine users.

This process takes no more than Batman: Bruce Wayne: The Road Home few hours and we'll send you an email once approved. And as if that weren't enough to occupy their time, their father figure, Bruce Wayne, has returned... Tweet Clean. Cancel Update. What size image should we insert? This will not affect the original upload Small Medium How do you want the image positioned around text? Float Left Float Right. Cancel Insert. Go to Link Unlink Change.

Cancel Create Link. Disable this feature for this session. Rows: Columns: Enter the URL Batman: Bruce Wayne: The Road Home the tweet you want to embed. Teams Batman and Robin The Hangmen. Locations Batbunker Gotham City. This edit will also create new pages on Comic Vine for: Beware, you are proposing to add brand new pages to the wiki along with your edits. Make sure this is what you intended.

This will likely increase the time it takes for your changes to go live. Comment and Save Until you earn points all your submissions need to be vetted by other Comic Vine users. Use your keyboard!
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